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ABSTRACT
Recent research has argued that negative stereotypes

of older people are most likely to be found when ageis a salkent
:4° dimension .for the judgeienii being, made, e.g., when subjects'

.
judgements of the:elderlyinvolve a comparison with younger people..

,:. -When judgeients of the elderly, are made without an external reference
group.,-such negative- stereotype's are nolonger found. Undergraduates

. (N=107) were ptetentda with "a set Of 32' pictures, each of whichhad
associated' with' it a- positive or negative "behavior. Subjects viewed
equal numbers -ofoldkr -eridkyounger. male target people; the behaviors
associated with each Incoup (half positive and'hap negative) were
eguivalenteolts revealed that Subjects rated the younger target
people more favorablY than the'oider group. A year later,
(1,I=74) drawn" from the same subject pool saw,3-2 younger 'or older'
people exclusively; ,age was not' a -salient dimension. Sdbjects',
ratings showed the.Opposite.pattern from that found when age was a

. salient dimension.- The results, provide strong- support for previous
_ ,reiearch findings.. (WhOriNRB
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Salience of Age as a Factor in Eliciting Negative*
. , Stereotypes of the 'Elderly.

The stereot es that Americans hold of aging and thelelderly

have .been' the subject of a hundred oriiiore investigatfons% .,Over the

last 30 years, the most popqlar procedure for studying attitudes toward

aging and the elderly has been through direct measures of such attitudes.

Until recently, conclusions from this research have"been that Americans

hold predominantly .negaifve views of old age andNold people. The 1

literature ups to' about J972 has been reviewed by MtTavish (1971)' and

by_dennet_and-Eckman-a9M-- The-gengral theme of the interpretation

of those 'results was summarited by McTavish as reflecting vies that

old people are generall; tired, A1, not sexually interested, mentally
.

.
I .4, q \ -.,\ ''''

. s

slOWer, forgetful and less able to learn new things, grouchy, withdrawn,.

feeling sorry for themselves, less likely. to participate fn activities
'

.3-
(except; perhaps, religion), isolated; in the least happy or fortunate

timed of 1 i fe, Ainproducti ve, defensive in various combinations and
. .

with varying emphases (p.' 97). ...

,

More recent research is less conclusive as

a matl,7!defined stereotype of the elderly. Some
. .

have confirmed-the existenceof tereotyped expe

)

to whether there is

of theSe recent studies

CtOtions, largely negative

, in nature (for example, Weinberger & Millham, 1975, with college students;

-Cyrus -Lutz & Baitz, 1972; reporting on psychiatristS' negathie views

of the elderly; iCayserl Minigerode, 1975; reporting on nursing
.

students' work preferences; and finally, the Harris report, 1975, which

Taportedavidence that Americans do..not value old age, aspositively as

- - 4

younger ages though strong negative stereotypes of the elderly vAre

, not consistently reported>.

.0. ..

.9 .

.
1
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For exa
. .

positiv attitudes toward the elderly, as did Garfinckle's (1975) survey

the other hand, a" number of recentstudies haie found no

for theexistence:ofwidespread stereotypes of the elderly.

ple, Thorson,, Whatley,,ari.dHancock (1974) reported generally

of thdrapi sts in a, psychiatric ,c1 ini c.
. .. 1

It, is difficult to interpret these, contradictory results. It -might
.

9. ,,.
be that attitudes toward the elderly, are changing from negative to

93.'

positive, especially among \better educated groups. Or; might be that

_
respondents, especially,educated ones,' who are aware 'of the purpose ,

.. .

of the attitude survey, are reluctant to expresS negative 'attitudes
V

toward the elderly because they think it is wrong to do so. In a

study off' racia l stereotyping,-heikh and Miller (1971). pointed out that..
. Americans in recent, years have become, more alert to: the problem of ,

stereotyping and more aware of its. undesirability; If so,"dne would*

expect researlh that employed direct measures of attitudes toward the

elderl3i-to=obtain.spurfously unprejudiced results simply. becausKsrespon-
,

dents \desired not, to appear prejudiced. That sort of distortion would

be less likely inresearch using indirect measures-8f attitudes, whose

purpose. is not so transparent. 9.

Research Using InAirectMeasures of (Attitudes Gard the Elderly
-,

. e

Indirect measures of attitudes attempt to conceal the purpose of 1

/

the research; from the respondents. Such measures ask for judgement

of the elderly, or of Any other target group, which disguise the purpoe

of the :study. :if there is a positive or a rigative trend in those
c

.
4 4, A

N

judgements, one infers a positive or negativebias toward the object
, of

, . .

of the aiti,tudes. Although eel.atively few indirect studies of attitudes
. . . ,

,
1

toward the elderly have been reported, their results support the existence
ii
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of predominantly negative §tereotypeS. /.

Rubin and Brown (1975) had college students -communicate the rules,

of aisiMple tosdthebb-dy they could not see. Different groups of
.

subjects thought the other person was old, middle-aged or young.

.3

st

N

Comunii.ations,tb middle-aged liiteners were more complex those

0 . chi ldren or_ to elderly :listeners, suggesting that subjects* "talked
-

down" to older people much they would to a.child. /
Ryan and Copadano(1978) asked college students to infer personality

. 4

charabteri sti cs of speakers by listening to their recorded voices. The

age of the reader was never mentioned by the experimenters, although

1 subjects were uniformly able to distinguish_young speakers from old ones.
'

Older women speakers were rated ,ass more reserved, more passi.ve,,more "out-
<

C

of it,", and less,flexible than younger women. Older men here rated as ,, r
. _ t

less flexible than yoUnger men. .

/ S *
> r

,Palmare (1977) prepared a 25-.ftethtrue-false test of facts and
.. , ,

41 -.

misconceptions about aging. Some errors imply 'a negative view of.aging,
._._, ,
--others.as,Rositive view'6, Undergraduate and graduate students Made more

-negative ., rs tharpositive ones, indicating that 'they.held a negative
. ., S

1".

,tviaw.of ttetoklderly. A grOuP'of faculiy members in human, development ,
4 .

. (who' made few errors on the test as
i 4

a ole) made about the same proporti ' /:On .a-
.---...,;-.

.\
of."positive errors as- negative ones, Indicating-little or no`bias-,toward

"R

the elderly.

1 Thus, it appears that indirect measures of attitudes toward he
,

. .

elderly yield evidence'of negatiKe stereotypes, at least among colle

udents, while

,e,qui,vocal. The

weight when, one,

the results of direct 'measures of attitudes are more
.

equi.vocal,nature of these results take on additionl .

considers the reiults`of research on'impressions that"

e

r.
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t:
are formed of specific older /individuals.

Impreisions Formed of ',$peci-fic Older People.

Pvcorisiderable number of studies have IhoWn either (a) that more

favorble impreSiions arelformed of a, specific old person than of a young

.
one .withfthe'same qualities !or (b) that the impressions of specific

/younger and older, individUals are equally favo-rable. For example,
,

. .

Crockett, Press and Osterk amp (1979) had subjects read interviews with

k'

4 Y. .

(woman who was said to be either 36 or.76. Those who read about the
,

. A
....-

.

\

older rather than the younger woman reported that they wotkld -like her

better'..and: also judged that she would have fewer of the negative qualities`

tha t &re stereotypically asiociaGted with old age .and' more of the pOsi-
R \ e

Ive_ stereotyped qualities. result's have been reported by. Bell .

, .

and Stanfield (1973), Weinberger and flillham (1975); ,Sherman,, 'Gold and

Sherman , (19M and Scheier, Carver, Schultz and, Glass (1979). Also,

Kogarl and,Shelton (1960) reported two related experilnents of this type.

In thejirst one*, perceivers read a sketch of'a man who was either la

. steel, worker, a factory manager, or a college hrgfessor and who was either

33 or. 74' years.. Impressions.

occupation but not'by hiS age °'

had subjects

would be like

were strongly affected by the man's

In the. second experiment, the authors
. , .

-'
,

compare what they thought a young worker
.
and an old worker

.
. r

for each of the, \sane'Occupations. Inly under those con-
-

ditions; where the age dimension was morn talient, were stereotyped &;ie

4tfects obtained. \

..

----
The resultS of these ,experiments on.impres'sioh formation are subject.

e
L f' ,- A

to different interpr'etations. depending\UIYon whether ne believes that .-
:

...1,..
4

Americans hold negative attitudes toward-aging and .th ,,elderly. i.n general. ,*

1.

d)
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If general attitudes

deVelOp a theoretical

impre-S'Sions oripeci

explained°this discre

et al. (1979) pOst

am4 Jones. (1980) expl

more complex represe
I

oward the elderly are negative, then we need to

explanation of why perceivers.formfavorable

c elderly individuals. Crockett eal. (1979)1
.

anti -by ceiling ona "contraW effect. Scheier

"sympathy" effect for stigmatized groups. Linville

1.1

in th-ft effect in'terms of perceivers having a

ation Or their peer group tharof stereotyped groups.
P

0.

The question st 11 remaining, however, is whether people's attitudes

toward the elderly a changing sdostartially in the positive direction

("and thus the impres ions individuals are forming of the elderlj, are "simply

a-reflection of this), or whether the predominant view of adults toward

the elderly is.still\negative% What is needed; then, is a task in which

subjects are reqdired to form an impressjon.ofspecific individuals but-

,

.

in a context in Which their general beliefs about the elderly are still

salient. Such'tt-task is provided by a paradigm known as theillusory

correlation technique.

Illusory' Correlation PrOcedures
-

as Indirect Measures of Attitudes

,
\-

:; Following Hamiltdn .(1979), a stereotype can be seen'is a statement

about the relatiOship between a gro p Mem6ership,va 'able and a behavioral'

tionship between, for example,dimension. To acurately observe a re

elderly people and rigid behavior requir 4 person
)
to accurately note

. , .

. the relevant instances of rigid and of no behavior, accurately
, ..

, N .

- ,
.

note whether e4ch instancyas committed by an elderly or a non-elderly
.,.

.- ,.

, , person., and then to accurately store each-instance in Miemoy and correctly ,4x . ,
.

.

,, .Compute ttlo_strength, of the relationship these two variables.

Avarietyof research has shown ghat a person's ability to.do this is

1

7
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6'

subject' to. considerable bias:
t,

.

,..
. ,

,

0ne pai.tcular,Lias, an 4 illusork correlation,,' is saicto eXist
. . -

when a perceiver judges that these two variables are more lhighly as°-
.

cilted' than it .true in fact, The phenomenon was first Irepoi.ted by

Chapman (1967)c-wha- presented peiceivers with a large number Of: pairs'

of words. 'Some pairs of these words hackstrong associations to each

other; other ears had
!

weak,associations. in the presentation', however,
.

all `pairs Of, words were presented equally often. After ttie'presentation-

had ended, subjects were asked to report how often each pair of words
-1. . -

had been pregented. They systematically over-estimated the joint

occurrence of strongly - associated word pairs, suggesting thap a person's
44

pbeliefs aboLit the extgnt of the association' between the word-pairs

- 0

systematically influenced. subjects' Chapman and

thaliman.(1967; 1969) and Starr and Katkin (1969) 'showed that the same

phenomenon -may account for-alleged links between. psychologlical symptomt

a'

and Patients' responses to projective tests; naive laymenmade the same -

con7ctions as did trained clinicians between psychiatric categories and

accepted "diagnostic signs" on the tests, even when the evidence presented

41, .

argUed for the
.

opposite conclusion.,
-..

. .

Finally, Hamilton and itbse (19$0) applied this model to the phenomenon

of stereotyping, and found that perCeivers were prone to remember stereo-

etned qualities as being associated with jrldividual- members of the group

concerned, even when the information presented showed no systematic, .

connection in fact befween group membership and sterebt4ped characteristics.

The first of the two experiments, to be presented 'employed this pro-

cedure to test whether subjects -had generally stereotyped views of the

elderly. Perceivers vieled a large number of.p6otographs, half of old '
,;,

,

a
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meu and half of Young ones,/ Each photograph,wa's associated with a

. behavioral description, half of which depicted socially undesirable 1

behravior., the other half socially desarable behavior. There was no

systematic relationship between the desirability of the behavior and

.

the age of the target Orson.- Subsequently; subjects made judgeMents of

the informatioin shOn them and, described on a checklist their: impressions

,

of the oldgand yOung men-.

Methods- ,

/ . .,
p 1

,

.

Subjects were 107 male and female student volunteers from the Basic`

O

Communication Prbgram at the University -6f Kansas. Participation
\
was

one way oflulfilling a course requirement. The protocols of two subjects

were subsequently discarded, one because less than half of the items
-

.4
(/ had been completed, the otlij because the subject's questionnaire was

or-

missing one pag

'Procedure. The exp
.

riment was conducted in groups,that ranged in

iize from 5 to \15. Participants w informed that we wer'e studying how

people process and retain. information which 'resented visually. They
. \ .

were told they would see a series of stimuli, each cbr ing a picture

le
of a'pefton.and a single sentence which describeJsome behavior'Itne'

Oime. person had [Jeff , They, were to pay careful attention to each stimulus

.and to think abog the person pictured. They were not perMittetl to discuss

the stimuli or to e notes about them: ,

I

They were then,s own a series of 32 Xeroxed photographs, eaCX

aCcompanied by a senten .describing some behavior.' T,he32 stimuli "

'.were printed °Oh x 1-t\ per and were presented with an opaque 46jector:

A
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.
,

.
,

',Each presentation paired a picture of a young map or an old one with

.

9
a behavioral description that was either positive or negatiye. First,

, a sample picture was shownTand questions were answered.. Then each of

the 32 pictures and associated statements was presented ihturn.

Stimuli were 'displayed for eight second's, with ajilie-second inter-

stimulUs' interval.

After they had viewed the photographs, subjects were given a book-

let in which to record their responsesy They were first reminded that
\e

some of the pictures had been of youpg men and some.of%old Ones. They

',were asked to think for a few minutes about all of the-old men they had

seen and then for a few minutes about the young ones. They we
,,

totry

to form. an impression of what each group had been like. Upon a signal

from the experimenter, they then completed the booklet at their own

speed: When all subjects were'finished, theywere informed of the purpose .

11

of the study and discussed it in detail. #

Selection.of Photographs. Thirty-two pictures of young. men and

twenty-oneof old ones were selected from such sources as yearbooks and

baWines. These pictures were:then photographed d reduced to a s'tandard.
,

size. sSubsetibently,-each photograph was- rated n. a 9-point scale of

o
,physical.attractiveness by a sample of graduate students at the University

of Kansas. 9ixteen:photographs of-young men and sixteen of old men were

i

selected in such a way that (0 they spanned the range of ratings from

very attractive to very unattractive and (-b) the attractiveness ratings

. 0 e '
associated with the 3/bung and old photographs had virtually the same

mean and variance.

Behavioral statements. Sixteen personality traits were chosen,

1

eight positive and /eight negative. For each, four concrete behaviors



were.written. ,-The, eight positive traits were experienced, kind, calm,

/
/-

. interesting, chee ul, optimistic, warm, and generous. The negative
,

traits included absent - minded, touchy, rigid, depressed, foolish

. cold, impatient, and suspicious.

Four single-sentence behaviors were Written tcrcorreapond to each

of these 16 charatteristics. For example, for the trait absent-minded

the following behayfors'were used:

A.P. oftenabseftt,imin.gedly forgets to give his wife important*

phone messaget.

,J.D. is so absent- minded helmisses important meetings because
they, slop his mind.

A".

H.C. is often late paying his bills because he absent-mindedly
forgets to send in the check.

L.D. is-often late for appointments because he is so absent-
minded he forgets what time he is supposed to be there.

.

For the trait generous, the following behaviors were used:

J.B. generously ledds nistools to people when they need them.

R.N. generously donates money to charity drives.

a ,generous person who. enjoys helping other people.

M.P. is generous -and often surprises people with 'gifts..

Pairings.of photographs with behaviors. Experimental stimuli were

.

preparedby xeroxirrg the appropriate combinations of photographs'and

. behavioral descriptions.

Because each subjeCt saw-only_32 photographs, while there were,

64 different'behavioral descriptioni, different groups of subjects .

(approximately equal tnnuNber) Were shown different combinations, of

/

photographs end descriptions. To control -FM.. the particular behaviors-

.

associated. with4old and young half of the subjects in each'
D.

roue saw one-pairiwof behaviqrs, with age, the other half saw the

pposite pairing.

9
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For eAch personality quality., two o1 the associated behavidrss

were.-paired with photographs of young men, the other t'wowithphoto-
_ r

graphs of old then. To make surc that the behaviors. were congruent':

"-with the attractiveness of the person, paitive-, qualities were as'so-.

ciated with pliotograptis-that had been rated as attic e,/and negati.vi.

qttal i ties were' associated with' photographs, that had been rated as ./
,

Unattractive.

Photographs were presented in two orders, one the 'revers of the
t

other, arranged at random save th4t extended runs of ctures

of old or young men, or of statements referring to the'same trait,

were not allowed.

ThuS, each subject viewed 32 photographs and tneir'associ

. -

-

'behaviors. Four photographs were associated with. behavior,s that reflec

each of :efght different personality traits. Half of the behaviors for

each trait,were ,assigned,tt photographs of young men, half to photograph
-

of 'did men. Half of the' lxehaViori were soci ally desirable, half Were

undesi ra6le. . . < . '

Dependent Measures

\erent question--

16 young and' ,-,

Subjects 'filled out,a booklet that contained three dif

natres. In the first one, after ,they had-thought about the
.4 4

16 old men as two,distinCt groilps, thezawere asked .to rate each group
411('

on 16 personality dimensions. These dimensions were previouslY employed,

in -A s udy bk:Crockett, Pre s Osterkamp (1979) of impressions.

formed of ,let'''people and yOung ones. Of these dimensions,' three positive
..

and two negative ones were traits used in,the initial stimulus material.

Half of the subjects in each_sproup were asked tO.rate the, old, men first,,
. . 40P

'the other,fialf rated the young then' first., ,

/
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.:j
On a Second questionnaire, subjects'aade three kinds of estimates:

*(a) they estimated the proportion of desirable and undesirable qualities

that had been assigned to&young men and to old ones in the stimuNy
, .

material they viewed, 'being surd'temake the proportion's add to 100%; .

(b) they judged the proportion of the yOung and the old:men theywould

like, dislike and be undecided aboUt; (c) they judged what proportion
k :

of the young and 'the old men' had been described in terms that were.typical

or untypical for their age.
.

t
.

The final:questionnalre.in the booklet included,all 64 behavioral

'descriptions, both those the subject had seen and those thesubjdtt had

no seen. Descriptions were arranged in random order. FA those they had

actually seen, subjects were asktd to indicate whether' each had been

.

ascr60-to a young man q-;an.1018 man; for these they had not seen,

subdettg were asked to guess whether each description b'd be- i ascribed
-g

44
to a young man or to an old one. Since these results4dd little-to

ilP, *

those from the other measures, they will not be presented.
A

,

f

Probability Estimates

Results

As may be seen in Table 1, subjects eWed,that a Significantly
164if

higher proportion of desirable behaviors had been,aScribed to young men
.

than ..to old ones. At the same time,, they believed that the befl"aviors:
15

that were ascribtd to 61d men were. significantly more tiryiicalf0r4ttielr

age. Their judgements of w proportion of .the two grOupt,o
.

would like did not differ as..a function, of age; dri all,three.measure's,,

N4

results' were unaffected by which set of photographs and"behavior

,subjects had viewed .

a:

,k;



Ratings of Personality Characterlstics
5 .7

///

SUbjects. were alsO asked to judge' how characteristic each of

//
. ,

sixteertraits would be of the old men and young men whose pictures

they had viewed. Five of these traits had been included in thestimu--
L,

.1us material' while 11 Wad no e results were idehtical regardless

of whether the traits were or were not -nted.

For 12 of the 16 characteristics, ratings Of the old men as a

group differed signjficantly from; hose of the ydung men.as a group,

(see Table '2). For all 12 traits, the differences were in the stereo-

1k.

typed direction; the old meh as a group were rated as more miserly,

-k
grouchy, complaining, stubborn, meddlesome, touchy, rigid, experienced,

and wise and a6 less prbductivel,active, and feeling good about themselves.

For the four traits in which ratings did not 'differ significantly, in

three (dependent, interesting and kind) the ratings were in the stereotyped

direction; in the other { elfish) they were in the opposite direction.

On all of thes rafts, results were unaffected either by thehrs of `

photographs -or the behaviors subjects had viewed.

Discussion

.

Cleaily4these.results reveal an age bias that. is predothinantly

negative in tone. Subjects judged that behaviors associated With young

men were more desirab=le than those associated with, old men, but that theP-.
4

behaviors of old men were more typical for their age. Furthermore,

compared to young'-men,. old men were judged to'be more likely to be

touchy, rigid, miserly,'grodchy, complaining, stubborn and meddiesor

and less likely' to feel good about themselves or to be productive. On

the positive side, however, old men were viewed as' more experienced,'

9

CI

a.
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more' interesting, wiser, less foOlish, more generous and warmer.
.

',Only one of these qualifies, experienced, is obviously acquired
. .

with. age. The others-constitute expectations about old men which .
.

probably come from a general .cultural stereotype. Such beliefs undoubtedly

influenced subjects' judgements of. what they had seen.

It should be pointed out, fOrthermore, that these respgnses reveal -

. .,

a.differentiated, largely negative but occasionally positive set of

expectations 4bOUt old men, not a general tendency to rate 'them negatively..

k

Ttli§ provides further evidence that subjects had a fairly elaborate stereo-
,

.
,., .

tYpd of the elderly, and that these beliefs influenced theWjudgements.

If subjects perceived the. elderlk-in uniformly negative terms, this .

presumably -would have been reflected in the judgements they made.

Also of interest is the fact that the subjects who volunteered for

this study were chosen from a,subject pool which had been used a year

earlier in A study (Crockett et aT., 1979). that has already, been

ddrlribed.. This prior study-ft-Lind-strong evidence for more favorable

°

eva 1 uati o an elderly compared to a similarly described younger

c

.person. Despite he one year gap in these two studies it seems reasonab16.

to assume tilat, the two groups of subjects were in ?act similar, in their

lh*wrieral attitudes towar'd the elderly, particularly since the results

'
, .. ;

e .

.

.
of each oftthete studies is consistent wfth other vork4lat.has ,been done.

. 1 ,

_,.._
4 g. -4

2

. How then do we eXplatn this discrepancy2 togan (1-1.:-)-t argues .

,,, ,

... strongly that studies whiet jind a predominantly negative stereotype

of the:elderly have made age a salient chaacipristic%for subjec
,

(,c .

e A
00e).

. In the present- study, for example, the' 32 photos which wereshoWn each-,
. ,

subject Cleafl lmension of age. °in additfon, subjetts

4
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were asked, 4t the end of the stimulus presentation, 'to form an

impression of the older people as a group, and of the younger people

0
as a group. They werethen asked to fill out the experimental protocol.

In contrast, in Crockett et al. (1979) the age of the target

person was embeddeti in various other information. Each subject was

given information about one person only. Age then was not a.particu-

larly salient dimension and the results of this experiment did not

show a negative stereotype of the elderly.

To further explore the effects of salience of age as a factor

in eliciting stereotypes of the elderly, a second study was run using

virtually the tameexperiMental procedure. We reasoned that'if age

was not made a salient dimension, then subjects judgements about both the
? .

younger and the okr-group of people should e si nificantly more

Similar to each.other-than was the case in th

Experiment II

t study.

)

In this follow-up study, subjects were shown photographs of either

youngerE9Ele or older people, along with the same accompanying.behavioral

descriptions.. Aside from this one differenced,the same procedure was

used.

Methods

Subjects were 74 male and female volunteers from the Basic

Communication Prograkat the University of.Kansas. _Subjects in this

study were run one year after the initial study, and used subject.

volunteers from the same subject pool.

r
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A 'Procedure. This expetiment'was conducted in the identical manner

as Study I with the following exception. In this study, subjects were

to view target persons from one age group only. ,Since we felt it was

important' that subjects be shown the identical amount of information

as in the previous study, the same number of xeroxed photographs with

their accompanying behaviorial descriptions were presented,, 32 pictures in

.)

each experimental condition. This was accomplished by-presenting the

pictures associated with each of the two age groups/twice, once in

the first half and once in the second half of,the st7mulus display.

Both pictures, of course, needed equivalent behavio ial descriptions..

This was don'e by assigning the two identical pictures either socially

q

desirable or socially. undesirable behaviors. Equivalent assignments

were made in eacI1J..of the twojge conditions so that the only difference

between the two; conditions was the age of the target people.

A Dependent measures. Subjects filled out a'booklet that contained

two different questiOnnaires. After being asked to think about their

impression of the 16 people they had seen, they,were asked to rate each

group on ten of the 16 personality dimensioneftsed in the previous study:

Inadvertently, a page containing the other six personality dimerisions

was left out of each'exprimental protocol.

,On a second questionnaire, s4ject ,,Rgain estimated (a) theoproportion

of des'irable and uhdesirablepalitTesi at had

target people they had seen; (b) the prapakion

target people they would like, dislike.and be undecided about, and

(c) what-proportion of the target people they had seen were typical

been assigned to the

of the Young, and the old

or untypical for their age.. The reference to the age of the people

they,had,seen was made with.reference to subjects' final judgewenYs.

4-
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only,-and was presented on the very fast page of the experimental protocol.

The third questionnaire in the booklet used in the previous study

asked'subjects to indicate whether each behavioral description they had

seen had been ascribed to a younger or an older target person. This

task was not reldvant since subjects in the preset study viewed target

people in one age grouponly.

Results

-5ince'we were most interested in comparing 'subjects' judgements

in this study to those of the first study, the two experiments were

treated as a 2 x 2 between groups factorial design, with the two'lletweeh'

groups factors being Age (young vg. old target peopld) apd Viewing
4

Condition (viewing the two age groups together or separately). This is

a more conservative test of the data from the two. studies than doing.I.?

Jqpi,sets of comparisons, one set respOctively,for each pair of adjacent

cells- in the'2 x 2 design. 're

The findings for all but one of the proportionality judgements

and for eight of the two personality dimensions showed a highly signi-

ftdant interaction (p < .001) betweenAge and Viewing Condition. Since,-

these were both the most consistent findings.as well as the findfrig4we,

were most interested in, the results forthe interaction effects for each

of the dependent variables are presented in Table 3. In order to determine.

which cell means differed significantly, analysis by Neumann -Keuls was

done on each pair of .adjacent meansilhese results. are also presented
. o; .

ili Table 3.

As expected, there was'a markedly diffeient pattern of judgements

in the second s.tud.y, where subjects viewed one group only and ageWas

? ,ftr

A
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not' a salient cOmension as opposed to the "first study, where age was

a highly salient actr. Somewhat unexpectedly, subjects' probability

estimates and their ratings of the ten personality characteristics

with ,respect .to the .older target people were remarkably identical

from the first to tHe second study. .Results of the post hoc ana ysis

showed no significant differences on any of the dependent measu es.

The pattern of results for subjects judgements of the younger .

target people, %however, showed large 'differences between the first

and the- second Study, such that subjects' ratings in the separate
,

viewing condition were consistfently more negative than in the contrition

in which people from both age groups Were viewed together. Thus.,,

the younger people viewed separately as compared to together were

seen as. having been.associated with. a significantly lower proportipn

17

of desirable behaviors, .weit.rated as bei g significantly less likeable, ..

ifsignificantly more miserly, feeling less good about themselves, less active,

less% ProdUctime, &ore touchy, less kind, and (inexplicably) significantly

more experienced. In fact, on- every dimensi.on except experienced, the

younger target people were rated more negatively_ in the second..compa?ed ,

to the first *study.

Discussion
1/4

.Clearly thelithe results showed substantial differences between the

expei-iment in which age Was a,highly salient.diniensilin for judgement and

the experiment in which age was just one of the 'Many aspects of the

in his analysis of elderly

"middle-aged," and "young!'

people presented. A Kogan (1979) notes

stereotyping;
a

"When-*categories,of
vak-

are provided to subjects,, a natural 'cognitive process....tsset in motion

4,

icy
0
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'in which -the age groups are set apart, rendered more homogenops (nd

different from each other than they are, in fadiP(pp. 27-28). 11) agree-

ment with his analysis, when age Was salienti-older people'were viewed

as being more hfghTy consistent with-the predominantly negative

,

elderly (relative to judgementsmadeof the subjects'

peers) than was' the case when age was not a highly salient'dimension

for judgement.

I, It should be noted that an alternative explanation for the

differences between these two Studies exists. Since the two studies
1

were run a year apart,itOs p SBible that differdnces between the

4/'two groups-of subjects acco Ct for
1
the results fo4nd.k This explanation

. ,

o'
,

seems somewhat implausible, however, since, a) subjects were drawn

from the same subject pool, and more imptirtantly, (b) it is hard to

imagine subjects' evaluations of their peers changing so dramatically,

in that brief.period of time.

-,, To us a more plausigle.explanation can be fo4nd in a more

detajled examination of the pictures useefor the younger people. McArthur
!

-(1980) arguA.s that perceivers are highly responsive to the salient

711

distinctive aspects of people they see. Informing their.impressioNof

oitiers, these more salient aspects of the person are weighed"to a

.-

differentially greater extent., In what is admittedly apost hoc analysis

.1 v
of these pictures,-we noticed that the unattrac yOunger males were

drawn-almost entirely from a mid-1960' -s yearbook from a predominently

male technical Schodl: In addition to possessing unattractive physical
.

attributes, the 'appearan ce of males in these pictures wa somewhat dated:

One explanation for the results-of the second study, then, is that

certain attributes of these unattractive younger people were the most,salient

20
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pat of the timulus -display *the xounger target pqrsons, i,:1 thus

differentially influenced subjects' rltiggs_in a negative diyection. -

A similar explanaAon would argue.that markedly unattractive peers

are themselves a highly salient stimulus and are attdnded to to a

*greater extent, much as'stigmatized people have been shoOn Abe a

highly salient stimulus (cinger, Taylor, Fiske, and ChanOw,.

_If this explan&tion, or one that is similar; is in fact accurate, )

. .

it makes. Kogan's, (1979) argument about s.timts saliency all the

mere cogent. What appears most salient totus however
. v, . a:

.

.._ L

is thAt in the first study,,whe,re ag4, was a highly salient dimension,

these same,younger target`people were rated significantly mere

positively than the older target people.

,

-. . .
,r4 . I

The results of these two studies, taken together, illustrate
\

Hamilton's (1979) assertion' that ."percei s are di fferenti all attentive
,4. . V

to salientor distinctive stimuli, and that stich differential at ntion

v.
.

can have protiounced influences on.social perception" (p,59). Taking

into ,account the 'results of studie's such aisletodkett et al, (197 )
, -

that present .informatjonrabout one older or 'younger person only,

appears that ape. may, not be as salient charactetisti c vas has p I viously
oic

'been thought to be the case when forming impressions of sp ific der

people; 4-.dn fact, unless the older person acted in an extreme eno, h A

r-
.

manner to eljcit,te' perceivers) negative ttereo4pe of thd\elderly,

d
,4 .

, .

age would be just one of many factors influencing the percell4e;:1.s

impression of t4' t older,individual.

1.

a

4,
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,Table 1.

sr-- ,J 22

Mean Proportions of Old-and Young Men Estimated to Have Shown Desirable and

- .
Undesirable Behaviors, to Be Typical for Their Age, and to Be I,ikeable

-,

,... ,.

I

Age

Behavior Young Old
b

. . .

% desirable, 61.2 54.4
, ..

% desirable

--

38.3 45.6

J

1.,

Typical

% typical for age

O. 4,

% in whi,ch undecided 16'.8

Likeable.

% I would like

% I would dislike

Om*

c

50.5.

% not typical for
age -31,8 21.8

31.7

62.4

14.7

48.3

29.9--

iein which undecided 22:6 21.6

a

,Y

,11

I

..,, .'

.P -value p--:value

t

10.64 <.01

43.12 ...001

30.65,

1,92

0.88

< :au

o
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Table 2:. Mean Scale Ratings of Old, and Young Men on Per pnality Chara4eristics

That Are Part of the Stereotype of the Elderly

Personality
hara-ctritti cs

Negative
-Stereotype
Characteristics

Ratings 'of
Young Old

Men Men

Mis.erly,

Dependent -

Grouchy

,Selfish ,.

\..
Feels good about sef2

\
Complaining .

Productive2

Stubborn

Meddlesome
r

-

,

-

I- N.,

4

5:90

'4.83

/5-74

.4.99

3.66.

5.03

3.51

,4.70

---.87

3.99

Active e2 2.90.'

'Touchy 4.64
, .

Rigid 11.87

Positive
Stereotype -

Characteristics

Wise .5.23

Interesting 3.

-Exrterienced: ,5.28

5.2

4.40

4.17

4.10

3.31

4.61

5.01

3.68

3,08

F value p

50.93 :001

1.75.

.001

1.95

di. 7.83 e.,01

9.51 <.01

7.47 1.01

27.71 <.b01

32.94 <:001

;.70.30

9.88 (.01

42.74 <.001

-2'. 134.59 -4.001

2..85 J

2:39 A 162.40 <.001
6

Ki,nd 1114.70 3:46 1.49
t

NI1 1

' NOTE;
.1 Mow. scpre-indicateS greater possessfon of each attribute.
2The reverse quality occurs in the stereotyr; of thd elderly.

7 ;
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Behaviors

Table 3-r.

.
Mean Ratings of-Old and Young Men in Stud1-'-

where people from both age groupswere viewed toget er)
and in Study II

(where people from only one group were viewed)1

Viewing Age,.
Condition young Old

F-va ue
. for interaction

Together .

% destraDle .

N `, ,Separately
-. .

wa*Together
% typi cal,

for age
Separately

,

Together
% not typical ..,

-T

for age
Separately.

% asubjee-t,
-/

would like

% subject .

would dislike

egati ve

tereotype
Casoterls tics'

Miserly
y
\, .

Fels good
abOut self3

r. .

. v Compl ai ni ng

'contiqued:

s.

'9'*TOgether

eparately ,

Together

Separately,
* /

Together

Separately

Toge*tbei-

Separ rateiy

, ""N
Together

4 -,-
-Sepairately

61,.2B

43.6A
b

50 .5A 62.4E

44.9. 67.36

31.8d 21.8A
--,

P

23.3A35.88

45.8b 48.3

S 28.6a 50.-9
B

.. .

31.7a g9.6

A
51.28 34.3

5.90
b

3.98a

5. 66a
A

4.40,

.80Ab iB

5.036

462 4.38

54.4
A

56.1B

3.99-A 0

4.53

%

13.33

4

20.18

1.02

13.73, p < .001 :"

p < .001

p < .001

n.s:

Cam

11.15 p x..001

414L

; e

21.42, p < .b01

27.32 p < ..001-

2.04

..........

t

1 . 4..

AP
,.
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Negative
Stereotype
Characteristics.2

Dependent

ACtive3

Productive3

Touchy

Rigid

Stereo tjf OW
Characteristics

Viewing
Condition

Age
Young

Together 4.83

Sepainaiely 4.45

Together . 2.90aA

Separately 54101)

TOgether "3.51a

Separately '5.0 B

2b

Together 4.64B

Separately 3:55
a

Together

Separa

Old)
F-value

for interaction

25

4.50

-4.76

5.01

4.47

4.10

3.'65A

3.68A

3.88

4.8 3.08
A

4.108 3.21A

Experienced

,Kind'
.

Together

Separately

5.28bB 2.6.39A

.4.53B 2.651)
a

Togeftfer 3.70a

Separately 4.62B
b,

ir A

9.88m

1.13 , n.s.°

J

22.08

a

54.85

27.88

p < .001

Noss°11

R< .001

P < .001

10.66, p <' .001

19.57 p < .001

Number Of /
Subjects

Togetherri",- 105

Separ'ately. J. 40 .1

1 Row means with different supe
differ from

2A low scare

3The reverse
. ;.

each other at the

indicates greater

quality occurs in

I

rscripts. and colunin means with different subscripts
p 4 OS: levele'by_ Neumann-Keuls.

possession of each attribute.

the stereotype of the elderly.


